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Issue 21.2: 5 April 2021
Editor’s Notes, Dick Perry:
I hope you’re enjoying the COVID-induced building opportunities this spring, and are eagerly anticipating the
NCS Spring Postal Carrier Contest (1-31 May, details in the previous H-L-L). I have resolved to compete this
year with scheduling around likely knee surgery. I want to hold off on the surgery until at least after the
NATS, maybe long enough to enjoy a couple of summer contests and the September Tucson contest, depending
on what’s offered this season.
I’ve enjoyed exchanges with some of you this last month, and will be reporting on those in this issue. There
are some photos of new creations as well as some reminiscences of past events and technology.
There has been interest in the fuel tank article from the last H-L-L, so, as promised, the fuel tank reprints by Bill
Bischoff and Bill Calkins are in this issue.
I hope you enjoy this issue of H-L-L. Keep your hook dry!

Rules Change Proposals
There are nine rules change proposals for the current cycle. Rules approved over the next few months will
become effective on 1 January 2022. You can review those applicable to CL Navy Carrier and other events at:
Rules Proposals | Academy of Model Aeronautics (modelaircraft.org). The first voting will take place on 1 May
2021, but you should express your opinions no later than 15 April if you want them to be considered by the CL
Navy Carrier Contest Board (CLNCCB). There will be opportunities to comment on cross proposals and the
final proposals later in the cycle. Send your comments to your CLNCCB representative or to Chairman Dick
Perry (tailhooker@comcast.net) and he will distribute them to the CLNCCB. We will also have an opportunity
to discuss rules at any contests or other gatherings over the next few months, including at the Nationals.

NATS Registration Open
The online registration for the NATS has just opened, and there are already four registrations for the CLNC
events at the Nationals. To register, go to the AMA home page, https://www.modelaircraft.org/ , sign in, select
“Events” then “National Aeromodeling Championships (Nats)” then “Register” then “CL NAVY CARRIER.”
From there, use the “REGISTER USER TO THE EVENT” button at the bottom of the page and you’re ready to
register. If you fly any official events, your official registration fee will cover the unofficial events. If you fly
only unofficial events, there is a registration fee for unofficial events of $10. Either way, please register for
unoifficial events so we can plan for you. We’ll collect the individual unofficial event registration fees at the
field. If this will be your first NATS, AMA is waiving the basic registration fee (YOU’LL SAVE $50).
Come join us!

FUEL TANKS for NAVY CARRIER
The following articles on fuel tanks were written by Bill Calkins and Bill Bischoff and were published in the
H-L-L newsletters in 1995. They are still quite relevant. Forgive the reproduction quality as I was working
from original printed H-L-L, and technology was not as advanced a quarter of a century ago!

***********************************

OOPS!
This photo from the last H-L-L was incorrectly
identified as a model belonging to Gary Hull. It is, in
fact, a Brewster-designed SBN belonging to Marc
Warwashana. Both Marc and Leon Ryktarsyk brought
SBNs to the NATS in 1999.

New Models
Johnny Lickley (Redmond, Oregon) is eagerly seeking
Navy Carrier flying companions on the dry (east) side of
Oregon’s coastal mountains. He’s flying a Profile MO-1
and building a Class I Short Seamew (both designed by
your editor) and a Class II Nakajima Myrt design by
Roland Baltes. The Seamew will have a K&B 40 and the
Myrt will be powered by a K&B 61. The Myrt was ready
for paint when I talked to Johnny, so it should be almost
ready for flight. He sent along this photo of his newest
creation, a Hawker Sea Hurricane for the .15 Carrier
event. Johnny had just starting test flying the Sea
Hurricane as of the first week in March. It’s powered by
a Magnum 15.

Memory Lane 1969
In the first few decades of CL Navy Carrier flying, the variety of aircraft was great as modelers looked for a
good design that would give them a competitive advantage. It soon became apparent that the high-speed
portion of the event was very important to good performance, and the Grumman Guardian became very
common with its relatively small fuselage and the ready availability of a kit from Sterling. Originally, there was
only one class – the current Class II – except for a short-lived 1/2A event introduced by the Navy. After a
decade or so, the smaller Class I was introduced. In the late 1960’s Don Gerber decided that a simple model
that looked more like a Rat Race model than a traditional Carrier airplane might have a performance advantage.
The result was his MO-1, published in American Aircraft Modeler in the August 1969 issue. Since then, the
simplicity of the MO-1 design and its performance record has led to its becoming the dominant design in our
event. These are the plans that appeared over 60 years ago and started it all!

Memory Lane -- 1978
I heard from Jim Dross last month. Jim moved from
Florida to Oklahoma around 1978. He was very active
and successful in the ‘70s and ‘80s. He sent along
some photos of a few of his Supertigre G65 engines,
which were a favorite of his. His notes follow:
“I enjoyed your article on fuel systems. I was a past
Navy Carrier guy that competed in the "Old Daze".
You wrote an article which included some of my
planes a long time ago. I had won the King Orange,
Great Lakes Carrier Event in Detroit plus many others.
“The best fuel system that I used was a Kavan Pressure Carb -- minimal fiddling required, instant throttle
response, launch with the needle set for high speed. Transition from pressure to suction was effortless along
with "blips of throttle when needed. MECOA still sells these, but supplies are limited. I would buy the biggest
bore and turn the OD to fit my engine. Would also mate an exhaust baffle with linkage to the carb. I enjoyed
the Supertigre G-65s, G40 RV, HP 40s and K&B 6.5 engines. I spent many hours hand fitting engines then
teaching them to idle on 60% Nitro before ever putting them in the air.
“The picture of the ST 65 shows everything. I used a Perry Ported
crankcase from a G-60, ABC cylinder and piston from a G-65 after
adding the extra side ports, G-71 RV crankshaft (same stroke as the 65
that uses a standard prop nut) then added G-65 RV parts to build the
engine.”
Jim used this engine/carb setup in a small Douglas Dauntless at the
King Orange in 1976 and reported a high speed of 133 mph.

Van Nuys, California 1979
I was rummaging through my archives
recently and came across some photos that my
notes indicate were from a contest in Van
Nuys, California, in 1979. They include Ron
Duly with his Class I prototype Grumman
Guardian which he reprised a few years ago
for Nostalgia competition and flew at the
NATS. The engine was an O.S. 40 RSR.

The other models are attributed to Roland
Baltes, a prolific designer of CL Navy
Carrier models and a very active Carrier
competitor from the period. Roland’s
North American SNJ, if I recall correctly,
used the canopy and decals and maybe the
cowling from the Guillows kit to simplify
construction. The other models are
Douglas TBD Devastators.

Temporary Editor
For the next couple of months, I’ll be producing and distributing the H-L-L newsletter. It will be primarily a
means of distributing information about the NCS Postal Carrier Contest, but I’ll be including additional items
from my archives. If you have an item to share, send it to me at tailhooker@comcast.net .
Dick Perry,
Temporary Editor

